communist opposition, Zygmunt Miernik, for
symbolic opposition to the judicial protection of
totalitarian criminals and authors of martial law. The
patriot Zygmunt Miernik was deprived of liberty for
throwing a cake at the judges, protecting the
leaders of the military hunt, i.e. communist generals
Jaruzelski and Kiszczak, who in 1981 on the order
of the Kremlin to suppress the Poles for
independence.
The polish Camp Site for justice has adopted the
name "Arrest Michnik - Free Miernik", because
instead of punishing criminals like Stefan Michnik,
who issued 14 death sentences for Home Army
(AK) soldiers, patriots like Zygmunt Miernik and
Adam Słomka and journalists Mariusz Cysewski
and Józef Wieczorek (sentenced for public
disclosure) are being deprived of liberty and
persecuted.

History of Protest at the Supreme Court
The Polish Camp Site for Justice, in front of the
Supreme Court, in Warsaw, was founded in August
2016 on the initiative of anti-Communist and prosocial milieus: Confederation of Independent
Poland – Unforgettable (KPN-NIEZŁOMNI),
Electoral Control Movement (Ruch Kontroli
Wyborów), Solidarity Association 2010 (Solidarni
2010), organizations fighting for the rights of the
child to both parents, Rifle Association "Strzelec",
associations of defense of people harmed by
courts, which created a federation of civil judicial
review. The coordinator of the protest is Adam
Słomka - former political prisoner of the People's
Republic of Poland (PRL) and former MP.
The protest was broadcast by Ewa Stankiewicz on
TV Republic (Telewizja Republika). The Camp Site
is supported by: the legends of the anti-communist
opposition: the counselor of the Polish president Zofia Romaszewska and the senior speaker of the
Sejm - Kornel Morawiecki and professors: MP
Józef Brynkus, MP Jacek Kurzępa, Artur H.
Świergiel and PhD Tadeusz Płużański.
For years, we have been involved, as observers, in
court proceedings whenever there is a suspicion of
unfair treatment of parties, such as those injured by
corporations or fathers claiming their children's
rights to both parents.
The Camp Site in front of the Supreme Court came
into existence for the reason that for the past 28
years, in democratic Poland, criminals remain
unpunished, as well as the courts \ still being
corrupted, in the administration of justice.
This system preserves the active working of
numerous judges and prosecutors who previously
served the totalitarian power of Moscow and
persecuted polish citizens.
The spark that brought the protest to life was the
10-month prison sentence of a veteran of the anti-

The scale of the pathology of the judiciary system
is illustrated by numerous absurd decisions
regarding imprisonment of the coordinator of the
protest Adam Słomka, who spent almost 20 days in
jail on the pretext of wearing a Soviet officer's cap
and insulting the Soviet occupation memorial in
2017.
The protest Camp Site gathers numerous people of
diverse backgrounds and situations, dramatically
harmed in various ways by degenerated judicial
officers.
There is massive:
- Robbery reprivatization of estates;
- Destruction of Polish economic activity;
- The courts use psychiatric research to deprive
civilians of rights after the model of
„psychuszka” used in the USSR.
The POSTULATES of the Camp Site for Justice
are:
- Restoration of juries (known from the Second
Polish Republic since 1928 and operating in
the USA);
- The introduction of a European standard for fair
court proceedings (e.g. meetings and recording
of processes);
- Choice of presidents of courts and prosecutors
- Reliable and transparent election
- Prosecution of criminals (SB PRL / Security
Service of the People's Republic of Poland/,
judges and prosecutors who persecuted Polish
patriots, etc.)
Without the restoration of European standards, the
credibility and effectiveness of the Polish judiciary
cannot be regained.
Financial support for the town of protest can be
made at SWIFT Account Number (BIC code):
WBKPPLPP,
PL16109010300000000118551374
With inscription: Lex Nostra Foundation support the
protest at the Supreme Court.

